PMAFIX IP68GT conduit fittings, the quick and easy way of installation.

The next step in the process of innovation and continual development of the PMA Cable Protection System – PMAFIX IP68GT.

The integrated conduit sealing cap and pre-installed locking clip allow delivery as a single component, making assembly very simple. The extra long sealing cap ensures the highest level of ingress protection.

**Practical Advantages**
- The single piece PMAFIX IP68GT fitting with integrated sealing cap and pre-installed locking clip
- Simple push-in assembly (as with the proven PMAFIX IP66 system)
- The extra long sealing cap guarantees the highest level of ingress protection
- Compatible with all types of PMA conduits
- Identical approvals as for the PMAFIX IP68 system
- The complete PMAFIX IP68 product range is available as a GT single component version
- Fast modification of specification drawings through simple addition of „GT“ to the existing order number (eg. BVNV-M257 → BVNV-M257GT)

For further detailed information please consult your local PMA representative or visit our website at: www.pma.ch.